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Easy cooking anywhere
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Our solutions

Teuvan Defence - Mobile field kitchen 
systems for Defence and Humanitarian 
organizations.

Teuvan Mobile field Kitchens are known for 
their reliability and a 90 year track record of 
operation in demanding field conditions and 
extreme environments. Our product range 
includes a wide variety of field kitchens and 
compact cooking equipment for modern 
defence and humanitarian needs, tasked with 
varying roles and missions in a changing 
World.

Teuvan Street Food - Mobile 
kitchen appliances for 
street food and event 
catering businesses. 
Robust and easily 
cleanable solutions for 

catering professionals 
on the go.

Parra Sauna 
Products and 

Water Heaters - 
Parra productline 
offers a 
comprehensive 
range of 
products for 
wood firing 
Finnish Sauna. 

Including 
traditional sauna 
stoves and water 
heaters. Water 

heaters are used 
also in 
humanitarian aid 
tasks.

Company facts
Established 1925 - Family business, 
owned and operated in fourth generation. 

Located in Teuva, Western Finalnd

Thousands of field kitchens delivered in 
company’s history. Over 1000 modern 
mobile kitchens deliverd since 1980 
spanning 4 continents.

#1 Mobile Kitchen supplier for Finnish 
Government already 90 years..

Easy cooking anywhere

Everyone needs to eat and drink, whether 
in the middle of a freezing cold wilderness, 
the sweltering heat in the middle of a crisis 
zone, or a nice summer festival. 
Regardless of situation food preparation 
needs to function flawlessly.

Teuvan Keitintehdas food preparation 
devices can be used to efficiently serve 
very large groups of people. Due to the 
mobility and the ease of using the devices, 
food can be cooked 
on-site, wherever 
the people are.

Our products 
are designed 
to withstand 
many decades 
of use. Product 
development 
work is 
conducted in co-
operation with our 
customers e.g. 
with Finnish 
Defence Forces. 
Combining 
customer needs 
with our technical 
know-how 
creates 
products with 
top-quality 
operating characteristics. 
Teuvan Keitintehdas has been a pioneer in 
the development of modern and low-
emission sauna stoves together with the 
University of Eastern Finland.

Over the course of our hundred-year 
history we have become experts in the 
handling of stainless steel and aluminium. 
Our capable and devoted staff combined 
with strong supply chain and a network of 
resarach and development organizations 
enable us to handle complex projects.



Mobile field kitchens and cookers

FC30 - Field Cooker
Light and portable field 
cooker for small groups. This 
30 liters cooker can produce 
up to 80 meals (0,375 liters)    
4 times in 24-hour operation. 
The special liquid filled 
double walled kettle ensures 
even heat distribution during 
cooking. The life cycle cost of this 
stainless steel cooker is really low.

FC75 - Field Cooker
Light and movable 
field cooker with 75 
liters kettle. FC75 
can produce up to 
200 meals (0,375 
liters) 4 times in 
24-hour 
operation. The 
double walled 
kettle can be tilted 
for easy cleaning. The skis 
enable the cooker to be moved on all 
kinds of terrain.

LFK150 - Light Field Kitchen
The Ultra Light, easily movable Field Kitchen 
trailer with capacity to feed up to 400 persons 
(0,375 liters) 4 times a day, with 150 l douoble 
walled kettle and 2 x 20 l water heaters. Similar 
fuel possibilities with FK2000.

Versatile, reliable and 
highly mobile Trailer Field 
Kitchen, with compact innovative cooking 
capabilities and design, developed for rapid 
deployment e.g. for national- or humanitarian aid 
support. In 24h operation, FK2000 can produce 
up to 600 meals (0,45 litres) 4 times a day.

FK2000 can be equipped e.g. with a 150 l double 
walled cooking kettle, a 60 l single walled kettle, 
a large frying pan and a 20 l water heater.

Multiple fuel possibilities from LPG gas & burners 
to multifuel burners for diesel or jet fuels. Solid 
fuel operation is always available. 

Very fast setup and strike in less than 30 
minutes.

FK2000 - Trailer Field Kitchen



Outdoor Barbeque and Catering

Teuvan Paella Pan
A robust kitchen 
appliance for many 
kinds of pan fried 
foods. Ideal for 
street food chefs or 
catering at outdoor 
parties. Pan and 
stand manufactured 
from stainless steel. 
Diameter of the frying 
area Ø760 mm. Gas 
burner 15 KW.

Praasu Outdoor Fireplace
Elegant and versatile outdoor 
barbeque and design fireplace 
for innovative outdoor cooking 
and enjoyment. Woodfired 
frying and cooking surface 

has different 
temperature zones 
which creates unique 
opportuinities for 
frying. Praasu works 
for professionals as
well as for cooking 
enthusiasts. The 
special secondary air 
conduction design 
ensures pure 
combustion of wood or 
charcoal.

Teuvan LPG Barbeque
A powerful 
professional grill for 
catering large 
numbers of 
people. Ideal 
for grilling e.g. 
sausages. 
Large frying 
area (500 x 
1050 mm). Two 
longitudinal 
burners. 
Manufactured from 
stainless steel.

Parra Chimney
Modular chimney with 
certification for T600 
temperature range, ideal for 
sauna stoves. 

Parra water heater - VS30
Energy efficient water heater 
utilizes waste heat of exhaust 
gases. 30 l volume provides 
plenty of hot water for sauna 
use.

Stone Cage for Parra Stove
Increases the number of 
sauna stones for softer & 
longer lasting steam - "löyly" 
in Finnish. Visual upgrade.

Parra Stove
An efficient wood burning 
sauna stove with clean 
Scandinavic design. 

Protective Sheath for 
Parra stove
Allows reduced safety 
distance to surroundings.

Stove Stand and Floor 
protector for Parra Stove
Protects the underlying 
floor from heat allowing 
stove installation even on a 
wooden floor.

Parra Water Boiler - PP80S
An efficient wood fired water 
boiler with 80 l volume, made 
of stainless steel. Perfect for 
hot water needs in a sauna 
or summer house. Can be 
installed outside as well.
(150 l model also available)

Hot water heat exchanger 
Optional add on for the 
Teuvan water boilers for 
heating of tap water. Water 
heating power is easily enough 
to have a warm shover running 
continuously as long as there is 
a fire in the water heater. 

Parra Sauna
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The Key Flag Symbol (Avainlippu) is awarded by 
The Association For Finnish Work to a product 
manufactured or a service produced in Finland.

Since 2004 Teuvan products have been 
designed, developed and manufactured under a 
management system certified by Bureau Veritas 

against ISO 9001:2015. Bureau Veritas 
Certification certificate number FI007532.

Teuvan's history manufacturing field kitchens 
bagan with the model M29 that was extensively 

used in the Winter War and the Continuation 
War, originally horse drawn. Most of these units 

were later modified for vehicle towing. After 
Finnish Defence Forces stopped using them 

many found second users amongst associations 
or entrepreneaurs. Some still remain operational 

- a truly circular product! 


